e Silicon Detector (SiD) is one of the detector concepts for the International Linear Collider (ILC), which is proposed to be built in Japan. Since the decision to reduce the center-of-mass energy for the rst stage of the ILC to 250 GeV, numerous e orts are ongoing to evaluate the possible physics program and the change in the detector background. It was found that changing the beam parameters would increase the luminosity and therefore further strengthen the physics outcome. On the downside, the new beam parameters lead to an increase in the detector background arising from beam-beam interactions.
Introduction
In November 2017, the panel of the International Commi ee for Future Accelerators (ICFA) made an o cial statement that the rst stage of the International Linear Collider (ILC) will have a center-of-mass energy of 250 GeV instead of 500 GeV, with the goal to reduce the total costs of the ILC project [1] . In order to increase the luminosity of this ILC250 stage, new beam parameters were suggested at the Americas Workshop on Linear Colliders (AWLC2017) at SLAC in June 2017 [2, 3] . e changes to the parameter sets were o cially approved as the Change Request CR-0016 by the Technical Change and Management Board (TCMB) in September 2017 [4] .
e changes include the reduction of the horizontal beam emi ance, which causes a rise in the luminosity.
e luminosity is the topic of the rst section of this note. e reduced beam emi ance on the other hand also leads to a larger electron positron pair background from increased beam-beam interactions, and to an e ect on the spatial distribution of these pairs. e magnetic solenoid eld of the detectors forces the pair background particles into helix tracks which extend to the inner layers of the detector. Since the detector concepts proposed for the ILC will be designed to deliver measurements with unprecedented precisions, the detector geometry and the readout designs have to be carefully optimized.
is note presents a study of the density of the e + e − pair particles for four different beam parameter sets of the ILC250 stage. Additionally, the vertex detector occupancy of the Silicon Detector (SiD) was analyzed in order to see the e ect of the increased background on the detector. e performance of the vertex detector plays a crucial role for the precision of physics studies. erefore, the aim is to keep the overall ratio of so-called dead cells below a per mill level. By definition, a detector pixel cell is "dead" when no further hits can be stored in its available bu ers.
e plots in the sections regarding the background density and the arising detector occupancy display the envelopes of the pair helix tracks, as well as the vertex detector occupancy for the new ILC250 parameter set in comparison to other possible beam parameters. Adapting the naming scheme of the change request CR-0016, the beam parameter schemes are as listed in Table 1 . e new o cial beam parameters are given by set (A), for which the horizontal beam emi ance x is reduced by half compared to the original parameters given in the Technical Design Report (TDR) [5, p. 11] . 2 e luminosity spectra of the ILC250 beam parameter sets e processes, in which the beamstrahlung from beam-beam interactions produces secondary e + e − pairs, were simulated with GuineaPig [6] . GuineaPig is a Monte Carlo (MC) background event generator comparable to CAIN [7] , which was used for the ILC250 background studies presented at AWLC17 [3] . Using the beam particle distributions generated by GuineaPig, the luminosity spectra of the ILC250 stage parameters can be plo ed as shown in Figure 1 . Figure 1 : Luminosity spectra generated with GuineaPig, using the ILC250 parameter sets listed in Table 1 . Figure (b) shows the spectra zoomed in at around 250 GeV.
Comparing the total luminosity resulting from the spectra in Figure 1 , the expected rise in the luminosity due to the reduction of the horizontal beam emittance and the beta function is demonstrated. e value for the TDR set (8. Table 2 : e total luminosities resulting from the luminosity spectra generated with GuineaPig for the di erent ILC250 beam parameter sets.
e pair background envelopes
For all ILC250 parameter sets listed in Table 1 , a full bunch train (1312 bunch crossings) of the pair background particles was generated. e GuineaPig generation does not take the crossing angle of 14 mrad into account. e calculation of the helix tracks that the pairs form in the SiD solenoid eld with a strength of 5 T was done using the algorithm described in a former note presenting the pair envelopes of the ILC500 scheme [9] . Figure 2 shows the density of pairs in the area around the interaction point. Since the particles are de ected in the solenoid eld, they form helix tracks that reach out towards the innermost layers of the detector. e red solid lines in the plots represent the outline of the beam pipe. e beam envelopes of schemes (B) and (C) are signi cantly expanded with respect to the beam envelopes of the TDR scheme, whilst the pair envelope for set (A) is still contained within the beam pipe.
e projection of the pair background density along x (Figure 3) shows that the number of pairs in set (A) is increased by a factor of 2-3 in comparison to the TDR scheme, and by a factor of 6-7 in sets (B) and (C). Nevertheless, the envelopes for all parameter schemes are well contained within the beam pipe. 
SiD vertex detector occupancies
e occupancy of the SiD vertex detector is calculated by counting the hits from the pair background per pixel for a full bunch train (1312 bunch crossings). e sensor bu ers are read out a er every train, and therefore have to be suitable for the expected detector occupancy. For the study of the occupancy, the pair Figure 3 : Projection of the pair background density for a full bunch train (1312 bunch crossings), which is shown in Figure 2 , along the x direction. e projection is done for z = 62 mm, the z position of the rst beam pipe kink. At that position, the background envelopes are the largest compared to the beam pipe radius. e beam pipe is indicated by the pink solid lines.
background events were taken from GuineaPig, as described in Section 3, and used as input for a full Geant4 [10, 11] detector simulation with SLIC [12] . e crossing angle was applied in this simulation step. Regarding the SiD detector geometry, a pixel size of 20 µm × 20 µm was assumed for the vertex detector. e SiD vertex detector is a high-resolution pixel detector with the following requirements:
• Spatial hit resolution: < 4 µm • Momentum resolution: ∼ 2-5 × 10 −5 GeV
• ∼ 0.1 % X 0 per layer Table 3 lists further key parameters and measurements of the vertex detector, for which a visualization is shown in Figure 4 . 
Occupancy studies for the current SiD design
e current SiD design with an L * of 4.1 m (the distance between the interaction point and the last quadrupole magnet of the Final-Focus system) foresees an anti-DiD magnet with a magnetic eld strength of 600 G. It reduces the pair background occupancy by sweeping the pair background particles through the outgoing beam pipe. e following plots show occupancy studies using the current SiD geometry. On the le hand side of Figure 5 , the normalized occupancy for the full vertex detector is shown. From that, the ratio of dead cells was calculated (right). A cell is "dead" when the number of hits in this cell has reached the cell's bu er depth.
erefore, the number of dead cells is plo ed as a function of the assumed bu er depth for the vertex detector cells. For all layers combined, the new parameter scheme (A) leads to a fraction of dead cells that is 2-3 times higher than for the TDR set. Again, for the schemes (B) and (C), the fraction is even higher. In general, the occupancy in layer 0 is higher than in the other layers, as it is the layer closest to the interaction point. Here, the occupancy for the new sets is signi cantly increased with respect to the TDR scheme (see Figure 6 ). 
Occupancy studies as a comparison of di erent SiD designs
In the following, di erent SiD designs are compared by observing the vertex detector occupancy for the new ILC250 parameter set (A). e studied designs are di erent combinations of the old L * value (3.5 m) vs. the new value, and of the inclusion or exclusion of the anti-DiD eld. Again, the normalized occupancy is plo ed for all vertex detector layers combined, as well as only for layer 0 (see Figure 7 ). of all cells in layer 0 would have full bu ers, lled with exactly four hits. With the rule of thumb that the vertex detector occupancy for backgrounds should be below 10 −4 , the occupancies for all studies shown in this note are well below this boundary.
Summary and conclusion
By looking at the luminosity spectra generated for this study, the expected rise in luminosity for the proposed ILC250 parameter sets is con rmed.
e total luminosity resulting from the new o cial beam parameter set (A) is increased by about 97 % with respect to the original beam parameters, leading to a new value of 1.62 × 10 34 cm −2 s −1 . e background studies indicate that the new beam parameters increase the e + e − pair background density and the SiD vertex detector occupancy by only a factor of about 2-3 in comparison to the original TDR beam parameters. As for a precision detector the aim is to keep the overall ratio of so-called "dead" cells with a full bu er below a per mill level, any rise in the occupancy level can be critical. Although the density of the pair background close to the interaction point rises, the normalized vertex detector occupancy for the new set is well below 10 −4 . e highest occupancy is reached in the innermost layer with a fraction of dead cells of about 5 × 10 −5 , assuming a bu er depth of four.
e SiD Optimization group is con dent that this rise in the occupancy can be accommodated in the design of the SiD vertex detector without a loss in precision for the physics studies. erefore, the SiD group welcomes the decision to change the beam parameters in order to gain higher luminosities and to strengthen the physics program.
